1. Game Reset--The "Kong" and building will be shown on the TV-screen. On the bottom line of your TV-screen the figure 05 will be shown up signifies the player has 5 little-man to play with. When you start the game the figure 05 will change automatically and display your time counter. Two figures will appear on the top line of your TV-screen.

Left figure: The scores
Right Figure: Play for 1 player or play for 2 players

2. Gold coins will come from any direction, the little-man has to avoid to be not hit by the gold coins. The player has to press on his controller the action button to enable the little-man to jump.

3. The game lasts 2 rounds which will be repeat automatically
   The Scores:
   The little-man climbed the 3rd floor-3 points
   The little-man climbed the 4th floor-4 points
   The little-man climbed the 5th floor-4 points+left time

4. Everytime when the player reach a new round he will receive a bonus of one extra little-man until maximum of 9 little-man.